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The Purpose of a New Alternative Framework
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General Benefit to Sector of Clearer Alternative Context, Concepts and Terms

• There is significant potential value of – and interest in – Non-Traditional approaches to the 

procurement, operations, financing and ownership of basic public infrastructure assets.

• However, identification, evaluation and adoption of valuable Alternative approaches is being 

slowed by a lack of overall context, unclear concepts and (especially) confused terminology.

• A descriptive framework (‘New Alternative Framework’) can address these impediments.

Specific Benefit to Educational Efforts

• A New Alternative Framework is especially necessary for effective early-stage educational 

products such as the WIRFC Alternative Learning Module

A Purely Descriptive Framework is Necessary

• Advocacy must be avoided both as a policy imperative and as being counter-productive to the 

Framework’s fundamental purpose

• When viewed in terms of well-established components, Alternatives in the US water sector are 

sufficiently developed to describe in a Framework that is based on existing facts, historical 

precedents and standard analytical techniques

• This discussion outline summarizes five descriptive concepts which are central to the New 

Alternative Framework.  The final page shows how the central concepts attach to the current 

Alternative LM plan.



Central Concept 1:  Creating Alternatives is a Process
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• US public infrastructure renewal requires unprecedented levels of investment.  To meet this challenge, 

public-sector agencies are seeking ways to improve infrastructure procurement and operational 

efficiency, financial flexibility and risk mitigation.

• Well-established Non-Traditional techniques for these purposes exist outside the public sector -- but a 

process is required to make them practical public-sector ‘Alternatives’ to Traditional approaches

• Recommendation: Recognizing the importance of this process is key to accelerating Alternative use 

and faster transition to an improved baseline for US public infrastructure
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Central Concept 2:  Different Alternatives Require Different Processes
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• The potential value of an Alternative technique is always related to its specific function in the 

infrastructure project

• But project functional categories are fundamentally different.  A different process is required to 

create Alternatives in each category.

• Recommendation: The process of Alternative creation should always be described in terms 

of clearly separated tracks for each functional category
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Central Concept 3:  A ‘P3’ is Simply a Combination of Individual Alternatives
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• Combining Alternatives for different functional categories in the same project can provide significant 

additional value through synergies and scale economies

• A single term, ‘Public-Private Partnership’ or ‘P3’, has evolved to refer to all such combinations, 

regardless of fundamental differences.  This is the source of considerable confusion.

• Recommendation: While the P3 name will remain widespread, Alternative combinations should always 

be described in terms of specific functional categories.  Current industry acronyms are generally 

effective for this, but a new one is necessary:  ‘DBEFOM’ to refer to combinations that include significant 

change or sharing of ‘E’, project equity ownership.
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Central Concept 4:  Ownership & Equity Alternatives Should Not Be the Focus
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Relevance of Alternatives to Public 
Infrastructure

• The public sector has considerable expertise and experience in infrastructure service contracts 

(construction, operations) and debt financing.  This greatly facilitates Alternative creation in these areas.

• The public sector generally has little or no experience in selling or sharing ownership and equity of 

infrastructure, especially basic essential assets.  This is a difficult area for Alternative creation.

• Recommendation: The vast majority of necessary improvement is related to deferred maintenance 

and delayed investment in basic, essential assets where ownership and equity Alternatives have limited 

application.  In these cases, most of the value in Alternative creation can be realized using only service-

contract and debt Alternatives, including related combinations (e.g. DBOM, DBFOM). 
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Central Concept 5:  Education Should Focus on Early Stages of Process
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EFAB P3 Group Pre-Development Project 

Focus

‘First Committee’

• There are many steps between the identification of a useful Non-Traditional technique and the 

execution of an Alternative approach.  The full process involves an increasing number of parties.

• The process will benefit from establishing a solid foundation of clear concepts and value 

demonstration among project personnel who are closest to the technical issues and are involved 

throughout the process.

• Recommendation: WIRFC Learning Module should focus on helping project personnel establish a 

foundation for the Alternative process, with specific objective as first presentation to outside parties.
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How Central Concepts Attach to Proposed Learning Module Page Plan
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Concept 1

Explicit focus on 

Alternative creation 

process steps

Concept 2

Separate, color-

coded functional 

tracks

Concept 5

Objective is ‘first 

committee’ 

presentation

Concept 3

P3s are separate sub-

tracks based on 

functional combinations 

with DBFOM and 

DBEFOM distinction

Concept 4

Equity P3s divided 

into Public and 

Private, reduced 

focus
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